Reviewer #1 (Remarks to the Author):
Finally, the language can be improved in several places.
In summary, I think that the paper is not publishable in Nature Communications in this form, as the exotic electronic properties discussed for pentagon carbon seem to be closely related to those found in https://arxiv.org/abs/1505.03277. If the authors explain what specifically is novel about the electronic structure that they discuss, as compared to previous studies, the manuscript could be reconsidered.
Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):
In this paper, the authors proposed a new form of carbon: pentagon carbon entirely composed of pentagon rings. The sp2-hybridized carbon pentagon motifs are interlinked by sp3-hybridized carbon atoms. The pentagon carbon exhibits successive topological phase transitions under isotropic strain followed by uniaxial strain, generating novel quasiparticles, such as isospin-1 triplet fermions, triply-degenerate fermions, and orthogonal concatenated Weyl loops. The results are very interesting, providing the unique electronic structure of pentagon carbon. However, there is a lack of some convincing evidences for their arguments. Thus, the manuscript in the present form is not appropriate for publication in Nature Communications. The details of comments are listed below.
evidence was not clearly given, while the band ordering and the symmetry of wave functions were discussed. In general, the band ordering change does not guarantee the topological phase transition. To clearly demonstrate the topological phase transition, the topological invariant needs to be examined, such as Z2 invariant in topological insulators. 2. In the proposed carbon allotrope, the pentagon motifs consist of sp2 bonded atoms. In sp2-hybridized carbon systems, the atomic structure and total energy are very sensitive to the type of the exchange-correlation functional and van der Waals forces. For instance, the volume of graphite is not well described by the PBE functional without corrections. In this work, all the calculations were performed by using the PBE exchange-correlation functional. The authors need to discuss the effect of van der Waals forces.
3. Based on the PBE band structure, it was concluded that the pentagon carbon is semimetallic (Fig. 2a) . However, in Figure 2 (a), it seems that the conduction band minimum at the N point is above 0 eV, indicating that it may be a semiconductor. The authors should make this point clear. In addition, in Figure 2 (a), the band gap at Γ is extremely small. The small band gap at Γ may be caused by the well-known bandgap underestimation with the PBE functional. The band structure should be checked by improving the band gap, performing advanced DFT calculations, such as the hybrid functional for the exchange-correlation potential. If the band gap at Γ is underestimated, this underestimation may affect the critical strain and the topological phase transition.
4. The electronic structure of the pentagon carbon was investigated under isotropic strain. Since the crystal structure of the pentagon carbon is anisotropic, it may be very difficult to achieve isotropic strain, compared with cubic structures. They have to discuss how to generate isotropic strain in this anisotropic allotrope. Instead of isotropic strain, it may be easier to apply hydrostatic pressure. Then, how do the electronic structure and crystal structure of the pentagon carbon change under hydrostatic pressure?
5. For the calculations of phonon spectrum, they used the 2x2x2 supercell. Because the lattice parameters were not given for the pentagon carbon, it is not clear whether the 2x2x2 supercell is sufficiently large or not. They should provide the lattice parameters for the primitive cell.
6. On page 6, they argued that "the resulting band crossings form two orthogonal concatenated Weyl loops" without clear physical explanations. In what specific way does the uniaxial strain transform the triply-degenerate fermions into the Weyl-loop fermion, instead of several Weyl points. What symmetry protects the Weyl loops? 7. In the manuscript, Fig. 3(a) , (b) and (d) were not referred.
8. In the k•p model, they discussed the dependence of topological transition on the parameter Δ. In case of Δ=0, with neglecting the quadratic order in k, the Hamiltonian is simplified with only the linear term. This Hamiltonian describes the isospin-1 triplet fermions with the helicities of ±1 and 0. However, this triple degeneracy under the strain of -1% is the accidental degeneracy, which can be easily lifted by even weak perturbation. They need to mention explicitly in the manuscript that the isospin-1 triplet point is an accidental point, which is not protected by symmetry, while statements "the isospin-1 triplet fermion point is not topologically protected" are given in Supplementary Information. 9. In many places, words "stable carbon allotrope" are used. In fact, the pentagon carbon is not a stable form of carbon, but a metastable phase with the very high energy of about 0.3 eV relative diamond. Words should be replaced by "metastable carbon allotrope". Response: We thank the reviewer for considering our work "timely and interesting" and "presented in a form that is overall appropriate and sound".
"The most critical point about the paper, which is hard to judge on, is how likely Pentagon
Carbon can actually be synthesized. The authors discuss a possible reaction path."
Response:
We understand the concern how likely a predicted material can be synthesized. However, we do think recent experimental progresses make it more promising for a theoretical proposal to be verified, provided that it is based on a careful examination of the thermodynamic as well as kinetic principles. Taking Bcc-C8 as an example, it was proposed by Johnston and Hoffmann in 1989 (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 111, 810-819, 1989 ) and was experimentally realized in 2008 with a pulsed-laser induced liquid-solid interface interaction technique (Crystal Growth & Design 8, 581-586, 2008) .
Although there is a 19-year delay in experimental realization, the power of DFT for carbon systems has been demonstrated nearly three decades ago. With these many years further development, the first-principles DFT methods have become more mature and accurate enough to determine crystal structures and stabilities of carbon. The recent examples are graphyne and boron sheets with much shorter lapses of time before their experimental realization.
On top of this, Pentagon Carbon has good thermodynamic stability with its energy lower than the experimentally realized Bcc-C8 carbon. Moreover, in our discussion of the possible reaction path to Pentagon Carbon, each step is either already achieved or have a high chance to be achieved because 3 of the existence of similar reactions. We believe following such a design principle could accelerate the final experimental realization of the Pentagon Carbon. To further guide experiment for the identification of Pentagon Carbon, we also calculate X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks in contrast to other carbon structures.
We have added the XRD results to Supporting Information and the following discussion to the last paragraph in the Discussion Section: Also, Bradlyn et al., Science, 353, aaf5037 (2016) should be referenced, as it discusses a similar pseudospin-1
Hamiltonian. In view of these papers, it is also not clear to me why the authors call the triply degenerate band touching point 'novel'. Very similar band degeneracies have been discussed in the above. The same is true for the Landau level spectra."
Response: We thank the reviewer and have added the mentioned references in the revised version. which is not a Dirac line because, along the transverse directions, the dispersion is quadratic so the corresponding Z 2 is trivial with N 1 =0 (as defined in the framework of Heikkila and Volovik). Thus, the band crossing line here is not protected by Z 2 invariant, instead, it is protected by a 4-fold screw-rotational symmetry along the k z -axis. As such, the two bands along the band crossing line belong to the 2D irreducible representation E of the symmetry group. Consequently, the triply-degenerate point here is not a "nexus point" that connects multiple Dirac lines, instead, it is formed by the crossing of a singlet A band with the doubly degenerate E band. Thus, it is the specific crystal symmetry in our case that enforces the crossing at the triply-degenerate point without hybridization. In other words, our triply-degenerate point and the one by Heikkila and Volovik represent qualitatively different physics.
On the other hand, the work by Bradlyn et al. is a systematic study that searched out band degeneracy points for 230 space groups. Their triply-degenerate points are distinct from ours in at least two fundamental aspects: 1) their classification is explicitly with spin-orbit-coupling (SOC), hence all candidate materials such as Ag 3 Se 2 Au are heavy for strong SOC; in contrast, due to the negligible SOC, Pentagon Carbon here is spinless. Spinful and spinless systems are not in the same symmetry/topological classes. 2) As a fallout of the 1) above, the degeneracy points by Bradlyn et al. are at the high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone, whereas ours are NOT. They are along the symmetry lines (i.e., the Γ-Z lines), instead. To preserve the symmetry, the degeneracy points of Bradlyn et al. are pinned at the high-symmetry points, but our triply-degenerate points are free to move along the symmetry lines, as we have demonstrated by applying a strain.
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In summary, the triply-degenerate points in Pentagon Carbon are a new class of triply-degenerate points both in mathematics and in physics, which does not belong to any of the previous classifications, and have exotic electronic properties.
As for the Landau level spectra, because the bands near the triply degenerate points share the similar pseudospin-1 Hamiltonian, our spectra indeed appear similar to those by Bradlyn et al. However, the different symmetry classification between the two, as pointed out above, allows us to study the evolution of the Landau level spectra: when the band structure undergoes phase transitions driven by strain, pronounced signals in magneto transport will result. This important feature, however, does not exist in Bradlyn et al model.
Besides the references (Refs [31] and [24] in the revised manuscript), we also added the following discussion on the distinction between our findings and previous works in the Discussion Section: justifies the omission of van der Waals interactions in our previous calculations. For example, the cohesive energy is decreased by 0.10 eV or 1.1%, whereas the lattice constants are decreased by an even less 0.2%. In the revised manuscript, we have added a discussion in the Method Section and a more detailed discussion in the Supporting Information to address this issue.
"Based on the PBE band structure, it was concluded that the Pentagon Carbon is semimetallic (Fig. 2a). However, in Figure 2(a), it seems that the conduction band minimum at the N point is above 0 eV, indicating that it may be a semiconductor. The authors should make this point clear. In addition, in Figure 2(a), the band gap at Γ is extremely small. The small band gap at Γ may be caused by the well-known bandgap underestimation with the PBE functional. The band structure should be checked by improving the band gap, performing advanced DFT calculations, such as the hybrid functional for the exchange-correlation potential. If the band gap at Γ is underestimated, this underestimation may affect the critical strain and the topological phase transition."
Response: The structure without strain is indeed a semiconductor. In the revised manuscript, we have changed the wording to make this point clear.
Following the suggestion of the reviewer, we calculated the band structures by using hybrid functional HSE06, obtaining a band gap of 0.471 eV. As mentioned by the reviewer, this affects the 9 quantitative value of the critical strain: Figure R1 below shows that the phase transition now takes place at ~ -2% uniaxial strain. It is known that Hartree-Fock method fails in metal as it yields a zero density of states at the Fermi level. This drawback is expected to affect the hybrid methods, so the 2% strain here should be an upper bound. The important point is that the qualitative features of the band structure and topological phase transition remain unchanged.
We have added the discussion to the Method Section in the revised manuscript, with more details given in the Supporting Information. Response: Indeed, isotropic strain could be challenging to realize. In comparison, hydrostatic pressure or uniaxial strain (along z-direction) are much easier. We found that, with a hydrostatic pressure, the topological phase transition happens at 4.75 GPa (see Figure R2 below), while with a uniaxial strain, it happens at -0.1% on the PBE level and -2% on the HSE06 level, respectively. Note that all the main features in Figure R2 remain the same. Therefore, in the revised manuscript, we only focus on the result of uniaxial strain. These new results are discussed in the Discussion Section: With such a size, the 2x2x2 supercell should be sufficient for phonon calculation. To confirm there is no imaginary frequency, we also calculated force constants using a 3x3x3 supercell. The result is shown in Figure R3 (below), which is nearly the same to that of 2x2x2 supercell Figure R3 | Phonon spectrum of Pentagon Carbon, with force constants obtained from a 3x3x3 supercell.
"On page 6, they argued that "the resulting band crossings form two orthogonal concatenated Weyl loops" without clear physical explanations. In what specific way does the uniaxial strain transform the triply-degenerate fermions into the Weyl-loop fermion, instead of several Weyl points.

What symmetry protects the Weyl loops?"
Response: A uniaxial strain along x (or y) direction breaks the 4-fold screw-rotational symmetry and lifts the double-degeneracy of the E band, so the triply-degenerate points will disappear. Such a distortion, however, does not break inversion symmetry, so isolated Weyl points cannot appear. Only
Weyl loops can appear. The two concatenated loops in the paper are protected by mirror symmetries:
The original E and A bands have different eigenvalues under mirror operations, and .
Hence, crossings between each split E band and A band in the mirror-invariant k x -k z and k y -k z planes will be protected if the respective mirror symmetry remains. In the revised manuscript, we add the following detailed discussion on this point on Pages 10 and 11:
"As shown in Fig. 3(c Fig. 3(a) , (b) and (d) were not referred."
Response: We thank the reviewer for porting out this omission. We have added description of these figures in the revised manuscript.
"In the k•p model, they discussed the dependence of topological transition on the parameter Δ.
In Response: We agree and have replaced the words"stable carbon allotrope" by "metastable carbon allotrope" in the revised manuscript.
The revised version of the manuscript has certainly improved in several respects, but there are two issues that remain:
1) The nexus fermions in graphite are indeed the joint of four nodal lines. However, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2 in https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.03277.pdf, the Berry phases of these nodal lines are such that they add up to 2pi. Hence, if by symmetry these lines are required to fall on top of each other, the Berry phase along the resulting one joint line is 2pi and hence the dispersion perpendicular to that line is quadratic. This is the case found in the manuscript for pentacarbon. A spinful version of this type of nexus fermion, stabilized by different crystalline symmetries, is discussed in https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.06831.pdf. Thus, while to my knowledge the spinless case of the latter has not been studied by any other paper so far, the degree of novelty of this type of band crossing is limited as the spinful analogue has been studied in the abovementioned publication.
2) Reviewer 2 pointed at possible accuracy problems when calculating the band gap using the PBE functional. In the reply, using a hybrid functional, the authors locate the transition of the material to a state with the exotic band crossing at the much higher strain value of -2 % (compared to -0.1%) and similarly high hydrostatic pressures of ~5 GPa. Given that the material is metastable and may be hard to synthesize in the first place, the prediction of exotic band crossings under such rather strong deformations may be of limited practical relevance.
The above two points diminish the possible impact of the findings of this manuscript to an extend that I believe they do not deserve publication in Nature Communications, but are better suited for a more specialized journal.
I have read carefully the revised manuscript together with the reply letter to the previous Referees reports. The questions raised by the Referees are properly answered, and the revised manuscript becomes much clearer. I recommend to publish the manuscript in the present format in Nature Communications.
Reviewer #1 (Remarks to the Author):
1) which discusses a spin version of the nexus fermion. We do not think that work will limit the novelty of our current discovery, because, as we stressed, spinful and spinless systems are fundamentally distinct in their symmetry and topology classifications. For example, the time reversal operation for spinless system, whereas for spinful system (which necessitates Kramer's degeneracy). And rotations for spinful systems would also operate on the spin degree of freedom, requiring a double group symmetry representation, which is distinct from spinless systems. Thus, our current discovery is fundamentally new. Actually, the reviewer also acknowledges that it "has not been studied by any other paper so far". Regarding novelty, we also emphasize that the triply-degenerate point is only part of our discovery. Besides the intrinsically fascinating novel crystal structure, we also revealed the isospin-1 fermion point and the inter-connected Weyl loops, which have not been discussed in those previous studies.
In the revised manuscript, have revised the discussion on page 13 to clarify this issue: Response: First, the hybrid functional result is not universally more accurate than PBE result. Given that hybrid functional approach could overestimate bandgap shown in previous studies, the value of -2 % is better interpreted as an upper bound. Second, the value -2 % is not large for carbon materials due to their strong bonding. We have calculated the strain-stress curve for Pentagon Carbon (see the following figure), which clearly shows that the material has a linear elastic regime up to ±10% strain.
Thus, the -2 % strain can be readily achievable.
The figure for strain-stress curve is added to the Supplementary Information. And we have added a sentence in the main text on page 15 to address this point.
"We also mention that like other carbon allotropes, Pentagon Carbon has excellent mechanical
property. From first-principles calculation, it shows a linear elastic regime up to ±10% strain (see Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Hence the strain-induced phase transitions discussed here should be readily achievable."
